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I'm poet Jenny shear filling in for Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down.

00:23
There's something you can do divination, the act of making art. stringing together permutations
of words, the writer weaves together sound and sense to produce lines that can electrify nerve
endings. visual artists achieve similar ends with materials of their medium dancers with their
bodies. A jazz pianist Thelonious Monk, when asked how he could extract such sounds from the
piano once said, when you look at the keyboard, all the notes are there already. But if you mean a
note enough, it will sound different. You got to pick the notes you really mean. Today's poem is
written by the inupiaq annuit poet dg nanoscopic. It speaks to how raw materials can transform
into something far greater than just the sum of its parts. And how, in learning the new scripts of a
language, small lines and dots come together to signify something else all together. At the same
time, learning a new script can open up all languages, including the ones we've been surrounded
by, or living within all our lives. There's language of the cells inside the body of the skin, the
language of the natural world, a calls in the earth in birds movements, and the tracks of wildlife in
sky. What's being created, written down on the pages of this world? How are we teaching
ourselves to read the signs here, and what they point to a year.by dg Nanak pic for author z chain
Dim Sum equivalent to dot spec heart. Stone piled on stone. I finished my Neil. In this early
sunrise, I see shadows where Karen rocks used to stack in the direction of Eastern light. And late
morning, I lit red candles and place them next to a three hinged mirror. As a way of seeing
shadows of shadows. milkweed grows on the side of the road in ditches reminiscent of professors
soft words amazing, a brilliant contemplation and thought pattern as you learn slowly. In my
body, neurons zipped words and more words, my lexicon building from nothing to something
good. embossed tattoos, like small notes on sheet music, dots and lines, strands and strings I rest
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on the note D increased by one half as my orchestra director signals, dashes and spaces for
letters as grace notes and Morse code notes and staccato igniting instrumental waves of burning
wood, a fiery spark over and Specht us played in harmonics. As a coot hovers over a Brook dies in
comes back with a fish. No one would ever know its true beauty and calmness, the setting sun
across an Arctic Lake unless it is witnessed as speckled day owls brants and mergansers float in
the sunset. To learn you must be open, diligent and willing to be an individual 11,000 murders with
webbed feet land also without any fear of predators. But still, on the page grow spotted
mushrooms and morals. Examine the distortion and effects of the warming Earth. The change of
the Ice Age with purpose as the warming earth today but I take heart and sun along with a core of
a ginkgo trees light. The slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with
the Poetry Foundation.
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